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Polymorphism in the alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) protein of Dro-
sophila melanogaster, like genetic variation in many other enzymes,
has long been hypothesized to be maintained by a selective trade-off
between thermostability and enzyme activity. Two major Adh vari-
ants, named Fast and Slow, are distributed along latitudinal clines on
several continents. The balancing selection trade-off hypothesis pos-
its that Fast is favored at high latitudes because it metabolizes alco-
hol faster, whereas Slow is favored at low latitudes because it is
more stable at high temperatures. Here we use biochemical and
physiological assays of precisely engineered genetic variants to di-
rectly test this hypothesis. As predicted, the Fast protein has higher
catalytic activity than Slow, and both the Fast protein and regulatory
variants linked to it confer greater ethanol tolerance on transgenic
animals. But we found no evidence of a temperature-mediated trade-
off: The Fast protein is not less stable or active at high temperatures,
and Fast alleles increase ethanol tolerance and survivorship at all
temperatures tested. Further, analysis of a population genomic data-
set reveals no signature of balancing selection in theAdh gene. These
results provide strong evidence against balancing selection driven by
a stability/activity trade-off in Adh, and they justify caution about
this hypothesis for other enzymes except those for which it has been
directly tested. Our findings tentatively suggest that environment-
specific selection for the Fast allele, coupled with demographic his-
tory, may have produced the observed pattern of Adh variation.
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Amajor goal in evolutionary biology is to understand the
evolutionary forces and biological factors that maintain

genetic variation within and across populations. Multiple variants
may be stably maintained by balancing selection—such as hetero-
zygote advantage, frequency-dependent selection, or selection that
is spatially or temporally heterogeneous—or by other forces, such
as mutation and migration; variation may also exist transiently
because of drift or directional selection on an allele that has not yet
reached fixation. Distinguishing among these possibilities is chal-
lenging, because various evolutionary scenarios can produce simi-
lar sequence patterns (1–4). Moreover, analyses of genetic patterns
do not illuminate the biological and environmental factors upon
which selection acts. An effective strategy is to experimentally test
specific hypotheses concerning the functional and fitness effects of
genetic variation under specific environmental conditions (5–11).
The alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) gene of Drosophila mela-

nogaster is a classic case in which variation is thought to be
maintained by balancing selection with a specific biochemical and
physiological basis (1, 12–17). D. melanogaster larvae and adults
use ethanol-rich rotting fruit as a dietary resource and have greater
ethanol tolerance than closely related species. Numerous loci
contribute to ethanol tolerance (18), but Adh’s role has been of
particular interest. The ADH enzyme catalyzes the first step of the
ethanol detoxification pathway and is a major determinant of
tolerance (19, 20). Two classes of Adh alleles, encoding enzymes

named Fast and Slow because of their migration speeds on
electrophoretic gels, segregate in natural populations (21). The 2
classes differ by a single amino acid (SI Appendix, Fig. S1; lys [K] in
Slow or thr [T] in Fast at site 192) and by many synonymous nu-
cleotide differences in the coding sequence, introns, and flanking
regions. This variation has been hypothesized to be maintained by
balancing selection because of a trade-off between catalytic activity
and thermostability caused by the K192T polymorphism (22–27).
This hypothesis was formulated decades ago based on several

observations. First, Fast and Slow alleles are distributed along
stable latitudinal clines in Australia and North America: Fast is
more frequent at higher latitudes, where temperatures tend to be
cooler, and nearly absent at lower, hotter latitudes (28–30). This
distribution mirrors the phenotypic pattern: High-latitude pop-
ulations are generally more ethanol-tolerant than those from low
latitudes (31, 32), and fly strains containing Fast and Slow haplo-
types differ in ethanol tolerance under some conditions (14, 23, 33,
34). Second, lysate from flies with the Fast genotype has greater
catalytic activity against ethanol than lysate from Slow-genotype
flies, but this order is reversed at higher assay temperatures (23–
27, 35, 36). Third, in some laboratory selection experiments, the
Fast allele increased in frequency over generations in the presence
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of high ethanol concentrations, indicating that Adh variants can be
targets of alcohol-mediated selection (14, 34). Fourth, the first
studies to apply widely used population genetics tests for balancing
selection found that patterns of sequence diversity near K192T
were consistent with predictions of balancing selection (16, 37–39).
Finally, studies of other enzymes found that thermostable variants
are often more frequent in hotter environments (40–42), and an
intrinsic trade-off was proposed between stability and activity, pu-
tatively because excess stability could interfere with the structural
flexibility required for fast catalysis (refs. 40–44, but see refs. 45–47).
These findings are consistent with the trade-off hypothesis,

but the precise relationships between the amino polymorphism,
temperature-sensitive effects on biochemical activity, and fitness
in the presence of ethanol remain unknown. The relevant
phenotypes—ethanol metabolism, overall ethanol tolerance,
temperature sensitivity, and the heat stress response—are af-
fected by not only Adh but a host of other genes. Various strains
carrying Fast and Slow protein electromorphs may have in-
corporated different forms of this background variation, con-
founding causal inference about the phenotypic effects of Adh
variation. Indeed, some of these other genetic factors are known
to vary geographically (48–54). This background variation may also
explain why some but not all studies have produced results con-
sistent with the trade-off hypothesis (32, 55–64). Efforts to better
control for genetic background (49, 65) made the experiments
somewhat more precise, but the effects of K192T and other Adh
polymorphisms on stability, function, and fitness have not been
isolated, and the specific predictions of the trade-off hypothesis
have not been tested. Here we precisely engineer genetic variants
and characterize their biochemical and fitness-related properties
to test the predictions of the hypothesis that balancing selection,
mediated by a trade-off between enzyme activity and stability
caused by the K192T polymorphism, explains the maintenance and
distribution of the Fast and Slow alleles.

Results
Effects In Vitro of Polymorphism K192T. The hypothesis of an ac-
tivity/stability trade-off makes testable predictions about the ADH
protein’s in vitro properties. First, it predicts that T192 should
reduce stability compared to K192. We synthesized ADH coding
sequences that varied only at the polymorphic amino acid site and
used a bacterial protein expression system to express and purify the
2 enzyme variants. We used circular dichroism (CD) spectrometry
to monitor the loss of secondary structure as temperature in-
creased. Contrary to the prediction, we found that the melting
temperatures (Tm, the point at which 50% of secondary structure is
lost) of the K192 and T192 enzymes are statistically indistin-
guishable (Fig. 1A). Both proteins are almost entirely folded up to
42 °C, well above the expected physiologically relevant range, in-
cluding temperatures at which D. melanogaster heat shock re-
sponse is induced (66), males become sterile (67), lethality occurs
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2A), and short-term exposure incapacitates
flies (SI Appendix, Fig. S2B).
Alternatively, T192 might impair catalytic activity at high

temperature, without affecting overall structural stability. We used
a spectrophotometric assay to measure ADH activity of controlled
quantities of purified enzyme at reaction temperatures from 22 °C
to 37 °C. Contrary to prediction, T192 has higher maximal activity
per unit enzyme (kcat) at all temperatures tested (Fig. 1B). We also
examined whether the 2 variants differ in their resistance to short-
term increases in temperature, by incubating each protein at
temperatures ranging from 22 °C to 50 °C for 1 h and then mea-
suring catalytic activity at 22 °C. T192 again displayed higher ac-
tivity at all temperatures below 40 °C; above this temperature, the
activity of both variants rapidly declined (Fig. 1C). We observed
the same patterns using different alcohols (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
These experiments show that T192 unconditionally confers greater

activity than K192 and are inconsistent with a proposed deficit in
stability or activity at high temperatures.

Effects In Vivo of Polymorphism K192T. It is possible that the T192
variant may impose temperature-dependent costs in vivo that are
not apparent in vitro. For example, the cellular environment in vivo
may modify enzyme activity, or physiological/fitness effects may be
mediated by mechanisms other than a difference in maximal eth-
anol turnover rate. To isolate the effect of K192T on survival in
ethanol-rich environments, we engineered transgenic flies that
differ solely by this one amino acid in the ADH protein. We pre-
pared 2 versions of the ADH coding sequence, one coding for lys
and the other for thr at site 192, both in the context of a naturally
occurring Slow allele of the Adh locus, including cis-regulatory
regions. These were then integrated into the same genomic loca-
tion in an Adh-null strain.
The trade-off hypothesis predicts that the T192 strain’s re-

sistance to ethanol should be greater than that of K192 strains at
colder temperatures, but lower at higher temperatures, at which
the T192 enzyme would denature, slowing ethanol detoxification.
We first tested this hypothesis in larvae at temperatures within
the operable temperature range of D. melanogaster. We measured
mortality of 4,000 larvae of each genotype at variable ethanol
concentrations and temperatures and calculated the ethanol dose
at which half of the organisms die (LD50). At 22 °C, LD50 of K192
and T192 strains were not significantly different (Fig. 2A), and
there was no statistical effect of genotype on mortality (SI Ap-
pendix, Table S1). At 27 °C, mortality of both strains was higher,
but T192 larvae were significantly more ethanol-resistant than
K192 larvae (Fig. 2B and SI Appendix, Table S1). The K192T
polymorphism therefore affects larval ethanol tolerance, but the
direction of temperature dependence is opposite to that predicted
by the trade-off hypothesis.
We next tested whether K192T affects ethanol resistance in a

temperature-dependent fashion when flies are exposed to etha-
nol as adults. We measured mortality of ∼2,000 flies of each sex
and strain at variable ethanol concentrations and temperatures.
We found no statistically significant difference between the LD50
values of K192 and T192 strains at either 22 °C or 27 °C (Fig. 2 C
and D and SI Appendix, Table S2). Males were more ethanol-
tolerant than females, and both genotypes tolerated more etha-
nol at lower temperatures, but under no conditions tested did
K192 flies show higher survivorship than T192 flies.
Another possibility is that T192 might have deleterious effects at

temperatures beyond the normal physiological range. We assayed
larval and adult mortality after chronic heat stress (48 h at 32 °C)
or acute heat treatment (30 min at 40 °C) in the presence or ab-
sence of an intermediate ethanol concentration (Fig. 3). Both
types of heat stress increased mortality in larvae (P < 0.01; SI
Appendix, Table S3), and chronic heat stress reduced ethanol
tolerance in adults (SI Appendix, Table S4). But the mortality of
T192 flies was no greater than that of the K192 flies under any
conditions tested (Fig. 3).
These results are all inconsistent with the predictions of the

hypothesis that balancing selection maintains the Fast and Slow
alleles in different environments because amino acid T192 in-
creases ethanol resistance at low temperatures but reduces it at
high temperatures. High ethanol concentrations are toxic, and
toxicity increases at high temperatures. At all temperatures tested,
however, T192 either increases ethanol tolerance or has no effect.
Under no conditions did T192 confer greater mortality than K192,
providing no evidence of a fitness trade-off.

Effects In Vivo of Linked Regulatory Polymorphisms. An alternative
possibility to explain the maintenance of Fast and Slow alleles
and their latitudinal pattern is that polymorphisms at sites other
than amino acid 192, such as nucleotide differences at regulatory
sites (48), may increase the fitness of Fast-carrying flies at low
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temperature but decrease it at high temperature. We tested this
possibility by engineering transgenic flies containing a naturally
occurring Fast Adh allele, which corresponds precisely in its
boundaries to that of our Slow and Slow+T192 alleles. The Fast
allele construct comprises the entire coding sequence, all introns,
and flanking regions that include all previously characterized cis-
regulatory regions known to affect Adh expression, including the
Δ1 indel polymorphism that cosegregates with T192 (49, 50, 68).
We compared ethanol resistance of these transgenic Fast-allele
flies at varying temperature to those carrying the Slow and
Slow+T192 alleles described above.
We found that the Fast allele had no significant effect on larval

ethanol tolerance compared to Slow+T192, whether they were
raised at 22 °C or 27 °C or exposed to chronic or acute heat shock

(Figs. 2 A and B and 3A); the included regulatory polymorphisms
therefore did not affect larval ethanol tolerance. In adults, how-
ever, the Fast haplotype significantly increased ethanol tolerance
compared to Slow+T192 in all temperature treatments (Figs. 2 B
and D and 3B). Linked nucleotide polymorphisms in the Fast al-
lele therefore increase ethanol tolerance only in adults, in contrast
to amino acid polymorphism T192, which increases ethanol tol-
erance only in larvae. The transgenic Fast allele we used has been
shown to increase expression compared to the Slow allele, and the
alcohol dehydrogenase activity in lysate from these flies is similar
to that of natural Fast and Slow strains, respectively (68). Both
coding and regulatory aspects of the Fast allele therefore contribute
to increased ethanol resistance, at different life stages. No
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Fig. 2. Effect of temperature and Adh genotype on ethanol tolerance in transgenic flies. Adh-null strains were transformed with a naturally occurring Slow allele
(blue), the Slow allele modified with mutation K192T (red), or a naturally occurring Fast allele containing T192 and linked polymorphisms (green). Larvae (A and B)
and adult females (C and D) were assayed for survival in the presence of increasing ethanol concentrations at different temperatures. Circles and error bars show
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shown, with SE. Asterisks, significant differences between genotypes (P < 0.05, Wald’s test).
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temperature-dependent trade-off between genotypes was present
at any stage or treatment.

No Sequence Signature of Balancing Selection on K192T. The lack of
in vivo or in vitro evidence for a fitness trade-off predicted by the
balancing selection hypothesis led us to revisit the previously ob-
served signature of balancing selection in Adh sequences (16, 37,
38). Previous analyses found that, when allele classes are defined by
the amino acid at site 192, there is more between-class nucleotide
diversity in the surrounding region than predicted by a specific
parametric model given a neutral scenario at demographic equi-
librium (37). Those analyses were based on relatively small samples
from the geographically distinct populations available at the time; it
is possible that sampling artifacts, demographic differences, or
other evolutionary processes might have counterfeited or diluted a
signature of balancing selection (3, 69). Further, as the authors of
the original study noted, the neutral model used may not have been
representative of historical evolutionary conditions at Adh (37).
We therefore tested whether a signature of balancing selection is

associated with amino acid site 192, using Adh gene sequences from
163 individuals in a single panmictic population (Raleigh, NC).
Both Fast and Slow segregate at intermediate frequencies in this
population (70), which is located within a latitudinal cline (28, 29).
When haplotypes were classified based on the presence of K or T
at site 192, nucleotide diversity between classes (πbetween) was higher
than diversity within classes (πwithin) in the 250-base pair (bp) window
centered on that site (Fig. 4A), a pattern similar to previous obser-
vations (37). πwithin is greater in the K192 class (SI Appendix, Fig. S3),
consistent with the fact that K192 is the ancestral state (55, 71).
But an excess of between-class diversity is, by definition, always

expected around whatever site is used as the focal polymorphism
to define classes. Diagnosing balancing selection requires assessing
whether this excess is greater than that otherwise expected, given
the classification effect and the many other evolutionary and de-
mographic conditions that affect diversity in the same genomic
region. If a site has evolved under balancing selection, then the
excess of between-class diversity around that site is expected to be
greater than around other putatively neutral polymorphic sites
in the same region when those sites are used to define allele

classes. We therefore compared the excess between-class diversity
(πbetween/πwithin) around focal site 192 to the background distribu-
tion of the same statistic across a >200-kb region surrounding the
Adh open reading frame (ORF), which extends far beyond the
known Adh regulatory region and the expected scale of genetic
linkage (70). For every single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in
this region with frequency similar to that of site 192, we classified
alleles based on the state at that site and then calculated πbetween/
πwithin in the 250-bp window around that site.
We found no signature of balancing selection associated with

K192T. More than 60% of SNPs of similar frequency across the
region have πbetween/πwithin higher than that of K192T (Fig. 4B).
No other variants in the Adh coding or known regulatory regions
are associated with an elevated πbetween/πwithin, either.

Discussion
The D. melanogaster Adh gene was once called the most convincing
case of selection acting on natural genetic variation (72). Despite
scores of studies investigating Adh variation, the specific genetic
targets and biological mechanisms driving its evolution have
remained elusive (19, 73). Historically, several technical factors
made Adh an attractive system for probing the evolutionary factors
that shape natural genetic variation. The ADH protein is abun-
dantly expressed, and it exhibits genetic variation that can be
readily observed using protein electrophoresis (19). ADH enzyme
activity can be easily assayed in vitro, which raised the possibility of
experimentally linking genetic variation in the protein to differ-
ences in its biochemical function. And ADH’s role in ethanol
metabolism, together with the physiological and ecological im-
portance of ethanol tolerance in D. melanogaster, meant that bio-
chemistry could be plausibly linked to both physiology and
environment-specific fitness. Adh therefore became one of the
first systems in which an integrated experimental account con-
necting genotype, molecular function, phenotype, and fitness could
be attempted (1, 72).
The hypothesis we tested—that the latitudinal clines of Adh

variants observed in nature (25, 28) are maintained by balancing
selection acting on a temperature-driven trade-off between pro-
tein stability and enzyme activity—was formulated long ago based
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on numerous lines of suggestive evidence. Technical limitations
prevented decisive tests, because neither the amino acid poly-
morphism nor linked variants in the Fast allele class were fully
isolated from other forms of genetic variation, which may plausibly
contribute to ethanol- and heat-related fitness components and
may be geographically structured in natural populations. We
therefore used precise manipulative genetic approaches to specif-
ically test the predicted effects of the amino acid polymorphism on
protein activity and thermostability in vitro and on organismal heat
sensitivity and ethanol tolerance in vivo. Using proteins that differ
only at amino acid 192, expressed heterologously at matched
concentrations and assayed under identical conditions, we found
that the polymorphism does not cause the predicted biochemical
trade-off; rather, T192 increases ADH activity in a temperature-
independent fashion and has no measurable effect on in vitro
thermal stability relative to K192. In vivo, the predicted fitness and
physiological trade-off is not evident, either: Transgenic flies car-
rying T192 are more ethanol-tolerant than otherwise identical flies
bearing K192, and introducing the cis-regulatory variants that are
tightly linked to T192 further increases ethanol tolerance, but these
effects are all independent of temperature. Even the sequence
signature of balancing selection at the K192T polymorphism dis-
appears when a similar test is applied to contemporary sequence
samples and the background distribution in nucleotide diversity
across Adh’s region of the genome is accounted for. These results
cannot be reconciled with the hypothesis that balancing selection
mediated by a stability/activity trade-off explains the Fast/Slow
genetic variation in natural populations.
Why do our results differ from some previous findings and agree

with others? First, our in vitro experiments, like much earlier work
using cell lysates, show that the Fast protein has higher catalytic
activity than the Slow protein (24, 26, 32, 35, 36, 56, 62, 64, 74, 75).
Some previous studies found that this order is reversed at higher
temperatures, but, unlike our assays—which used heterologously
expressed, purified proteins at matched concentrations—those
experiments did not isolate the ADH protein from other cellular
factors (24, 26, 33, 35, 36, 74); for example, factors involved with
heat stress also vary latitudinally (51, 76) and may explain a dif-
ference in temperature sensitivity between lysates. Second, we
found that the Fast protein does not differ in thermostability from
the Slow protein, using purified ADH protein and a direct assay of
structural denaturation with increasing temperature; no previous
study directly measured the structural stability of ADH proteins.
Third, our in vivo results are consistent with many previous studies
showing that Fast-containing natural strains have greater ethanol
tolerance (14, 26, 34, 57, 58, 74). They contrast with earlier findings
that Slow-containing strains have higher survivorship at higher
temperatures (25, 26, 36, 74), but those studies, unlike our
experiments using precisely engineered transgenic variants, did

not isolate the causal role of the Adh allele from that of other
cosegregating loci that may be enriched at lower latitudes (29, 52,
53). Finally, earlier work used recombinant lines to demonstrate
and isolate the effects of Adh coding variants on Adh activity and
noncoding variants on Adh expression level (49, 68, 75); we found
that both coding and noncoding portions of the Fast allele increase
ethanol tolerance, consistent with those results. Neither effect was
temperature-dependent in our experiments; the earlier studies did
not investigate heat sensitivity.
Our work does not rule out the possibility that other kinds of

balancing selection might maintain Adh genetic variation along
latitudinal gradients (77). Indeed, innumerable hypotheses could
be articulated concerning selective factors that might act on genetic
variation in Adh via biochemical and physiological properties other
than an activity/stability trade-off. Our experiments were conducted
in a specific strain of flies, and it is possible that this strain might
buffer a temperature-dependent fitness effect of the Fast allele that
would manifest in some other genetic backgrounds; however, our
in vitro experiments show that the protein’s intrinsic thermal sta-
bility does not differ between Fast and Slow enzymes, and there is
no temperature at which the T192 enzyme’s intrinsic catalytic ac-
tivity becomes slower than that of K192. Thus, any fitness trade-off
that might be revealed in a different genetic background would
support balancing selection only through a mechanism different
from the classical stability/activity trade-off. We did not detect ev-
idence of balancing selection in Adh sequences using a classic nu-
cleotide diversity-based test, but large population sizes and high
recombination rates in D. melanogaster can rapidly erode the se-
quence patterns that this method is designed to detect (3, 6).
Our findings are inconsistent with the idea that an intrinsic

trade-off between enzyme activity and thermal stability shapes the
evolution of many proteins across thermal and genetic environ-
ments (40–44, 78). In ADH, T192 increases activity compared to
K192 without reducing the protein’s thermal stability. Although
mutations that increase activity often do decrease stability (42, 43),
this observation may simply reflect the fact that the majority of all
mutations reduce stability rather than a necessary trade-off (47).
Indeed, numerous studies have identified mutations that increase
both activity and stability (46, 79) or increase stability without
reducing activity or function (11, 80, 81). Proteins from organisms
that inhabit lower-temperature environments are often less stable
than those from high-temperature environments (46), but this does
not imply a trade-off: The same relationship would arise if proteins
need only be stable enough to predominantly occupy folded con-
formations at the temperatures to which they are exposed, with
excess stability having no effect on fitness (45).
Our results suggest a different hypothesis that may partially

explain the maintenance of the Fast and Slow alleles. The Fast
allele increases ethanol tolerance, irrespective of temperature,
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suggesting that it may be selected for in environments with higher
levels of ethanol, while Fast and Slow may segregate with nearly
equal fitness in lower-ethanol environments. If ethanol is more
abundant in the environments ofD. melanogaster at higher latitudes
and sufficient gene flow occurs across this gradient, this scenario
could also explain the clinal distribution of the alleles. This hy-
pothesis is consistent with the observation that flies from higher
latitudes have greater ethanol tolerance (31, 32) and with the ob-
servation that nucleotide diversity is very low in the Fast haplo-
type class (37), as expected if the haplotype originated recently
and swept to increased frequency in some populations (39, 55).
Our experiments provide evidence for several links predicted by
this hypothesis among genotype, function, and fitness compo-
nents in the presence of ethanol. But we know of no evidence
to support the central premise that concentrations of ethanol in
D. melanogaster’s environment are related to latitude. An alterna-
tive is that the clinal distribution of Fast and Slow could be caused
by linkage to other alleles that mediate adaptation to latitude-
correlated environments or by residual effects of geographically
structured colonization patterns by European and African foun-
der populations (82). Targeted experiments and population ge-
netic analyses are therefore necessary to test and modify the
hypothesis we propose to explain the observed patterns of genetic
variation in Adh.

Methods
Protein Expression and Purification. The ADH Slow allele coding sequence,
which contains a Lys192 codon (K192), was synthesized with codon bias
optimized for bacterial expression (GenScript). An identical sequence but
containing Thr192 codon (T192) was generated from the Slow template by
Phusion Site-Directed Mutagenesis (ThermoFisher). Sequences were cloned
into pLIC-(His6)maltose binding protein fusion plasmids, verified by Sanger
sequencing, and transformed into Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) Rosetta. Pro-
tein was expressed and purified from transformed cells using nickel-affinity
and column chromatography (detailed in SI Appendix).

Stability and Activity Assays. Protein was concentrated to 10 μM in 50 mM
sodium phosphate buffer. Absorbancewas measured at 222 nM using a Jasco J-
1500 CD Spectrometer at temperature increments of 2 °C from 22 °C to 60 °C,
with 2 min of equilibration per temperature. Absorbance was measured twice
per temperature, and this procedure was repeated 3 times on separate days.
Proportion of folded protein and Tm were estimated using a 2-state 5-param-
eter logistic regression curve. Initial reaction rates were measured as reduced
nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide (NADH) coproduct formation (340 nm)
for the first 90 s of reaction after enzyme addition at saturating conditions
(500 nM NADH, 1 mM NAD, 200 mM alcohol, 50 mM KaPO4 buffer, pH 7.6).
Effect of reaction temperature was assessed by incubating the reaction mix-
ture for 1 h at 22 °C, 30 °C, or 37 °C and then adding the enzyme, which had
been incubated at 22 °C. Effect of heat treatment on activity was measured by
first incubating enzyme at temperatures ranging from 22 °C to 50 °C for 1 h
and then adding the enzyme to reaction mixtures that had been incubated
at 22 °C; 10 to 15 replicates were assessed for each enzyme−temperature
combination. Effects of genotype, temperature, and genotype−temperature

interaction on reaction rate were estimated by linear regression (lm()
function) in R.

Transgenic Animals. D. melanogaster that differ only at their Adh locus were
made using the PhiC31-attp transgenesis system (SI Appendix and refs. 65
and 68). The Slow allele was derived from a naturally occurring Canton-S fly
strain. The Slow+K192T is identical to the Slow allele except for a Lys−Thr
coding change at amino acid 192. The Fast allele is from Florida strain FL9
(68). All constructs have identical boundaries and are the same ones used in
refs. 65 and 68; they include the entire ADH coding sequence, the cotran-
scribed ADHR coding sequence, and 2.9 kb upstream and 1.6 kb down-
stream. Constructs were transformed into Canton-S Adh-null flies at the
same landing site and bred to homozygosity.

Ethanol Survivorship. Developmentally staged larvae and adults were placed in
media with various concentrations of ethanol at 22 °C or 27 °C (4–8 replicates of
25 to 30 adults of each sex per treatment and 8 to 10 replicates of 30 larvae per
treatment; ethanol concentration ranged from 0 to 10% for adults and 0 to
15% for larvae). Survivorship was measured as proportion eclosed (larvae) or
alive after 48 h of exposure (adults). For heat stress, adult flies raised at 22 °C
were placed into vials with 0% or 5% ethanol at 32 °C for 48 h or 40 °C for 30
min and then returned to 22 °C for 48 h. For each treatment, 4 to 8 replicates
of 25 to 30 adults were assayed under each condition. For larvae, develop-
mentally staged larvae were raised at 27 °C, placed in vials with 0% or 8.5%
ethanol and then subjected to heat treatments (no treatment: 27 °C for 48 h;
chronic: 32 °C for 48 h; acute: 40 °C for 30 min), and then returned to 27 °C; 8
to 10 replicates of 30 larvae per genotype and treatment were assayed, and
the proportion of larvae surviving to eclosion was recorded. LD50 was esti-
mated and the effects of ethanol concentration, genotype, temperature and
sex on mortality were assessed using logistic regression and the quasibinomial
link function, as implemented in glm() in R. Only interaction terms that sig-
nificantly improved fit (F test) were included in the final fitted model. Addi-
tional details are provided in SI Appendix.

Sequence Analysis. The Drosophila Genome Research Panel dataset was ac-
quired and processed with scripts from Drosophila Genome Nexus (https://
www.johnpool.net/genomes.html). Samples missing data information at >20%
of sites in the Adh region were excluded. Sampled haplotypes were classified
as Fast or Slow based on amino acid state at site 192 (coordinate 14617051,
Flybase 5.0, Drosophila Genome Nexus 1.0). The 5-kb region centered on this
site was divided into 250-bp windows; in each window, πwithin was calculated as
the mean proportion of sequence differences across all pairwise comparisons
within both classes; πbetween is the mean for all pairs in different classes. For the
background distribution, we used a 200-kb region approximately centered on
the Adh ORF (14517051–14717051), which contains 919 SNPs with minor allele
frequency 0.25 to 0.35 (compare 0.30 for K192). For each such SNP, all haplo-
types in the panel were classified based on the state at that SNP, and πbetween/
πwithin was calculated for the 250-bp window centered on it.
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